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Cancun is worldwide known for its spectacular white sand beaches and turquoise 
waters, besides the great air connectivity and world-class hotels, which place 
it as Latin America´s leader destination. Cancun has a wide variety of tourist 
attractions, luxurious hotels and restaurants, beautiful beaches, exuberant 
nature and a great nightlife.

Puerto Morelos is a small fishing village with a bohemian vibe that everybody loves. 
This adventure destination offers different natural wonders such as mangroves, 
exuberant jungle and cenotes. Don´t miss the opportunity of snorkeling around 
the National Reef Park of Puerto Morelos, which is part of the Great Mesoamerican 
Barrier Reef, the second-largest in the world.

Holbox is a small island located within the Nature Reserve 
of Yum Balam. It stands out for its beautiful beaches, 
colorful wooden cabins, and sandy streets. It is a true 
paradise for relaxation, where you will live unique natural 
experiences, such as admiring the bioluminescence, 
swimming with whale sharks (From May to September) 
and bird watching.

Maya Ka’an is an authentic stretch of the Mayan communities and lush jungle. In 
Maya Ka´an, you will enjoy unique experiences surrounded by fantastic sceneries. 
It is the perfect destination for travelers looking for a true cultural immersion in the 
Mayan culture, outdoor activities and wildlife experiences. 

By visiting this beautiful destination you will contribute to the sustenance and 
conservation of the Sian Ka´an Biosphere Reserve.

A so-called Magic Town, full of romance and relaxing vibes. Here you will find 
some Mayan vestiges and amazing natural sceneries. This island lies just eight 
miles off the coast of Cancun, featuring  beautiful beaches, lagoons, reefs and 
mangroves.

Cozumel is the largest island in the Mexican Caribbean, rich in history, Mayan 
vestiges and natural wonders.  It is an authentic paradise located in the middle 
of the ocean, featuring idyllic beaches, beautiful sunsets and some of the best 
dive sites in the world. It is an adventure and relaxation destination, where you 
can perform all kinds of activities in beautiful natural sceneries. 

Located in the south of the Mexican 
Caribbean, Grand Costa Maya is a beautiful 
region that straddles the destinations of 
Chetumal, Bacalar and Mahahual. 

A small fishing village that features idyllic beaches and the Banco Chinchorro 
Biosphere Reserve, the largest coral atoll in Mexico. The reserve boasts 
mangroves, reefs, sunken ships, and a wide variety of marine life like rays, sea 
turtles, colorful fish, dolphins, and even crocodiles. 

Located only 30 minutes away from Chetumal, Bacalar is a so-called Magic Town 
that stands out because of its amazing natural sceneries, such as the Lagoon of 
the Seven Colors. This town is the perfect destination for nature and adventure 
lovers, and even history buffs.

Chetumal is the gateway to the Grand Costa Maya, formerly known as Chactemal. 
It is the capital city of Quintana Roo. Its exuberant nature, lagoon systems, calm-
water beaches, history, culture, archeological sites and attractions make this 
area a true paradise full of relaxation, fun and adventure.

Known as “The heart of the Riviera Maya”, 
Playa del Carmen is a cosmopolitan 
destination, with a Caribbean vibe. It 
offers a wide variety of culinary options, 
accommodations and nightlife options.

Tulum is a so-called Magic Town due to its 
eco-chic vibes, stunning white sand beaches, 
pristine waters, spectacular lagoons, 
imposing archaeological sites, mystical 
cenotes, underwater rivers and caverns, 
besides offering unique gastronomic 
experiences in spectacular natural settings.

The Riviera Maya is a region that spans 80 miles along the coastline, captivating its 
visitors with a unique blend of adventure, natural wonders, culture and relaxation. 
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The newest tourist spot in the Mexican Caribbean, 
located north of Cancun, 30 minutes away from 
Cancun´s International Airport and 20 minutes away 
from the hotel zone. It stands out for its lush mangroves, 
exuberant vegetation, beautiful beaches, and for holding 
some of the most exclusive resorts in the area.
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